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1

Introduction

1.1

Scope

This document describes the research work and overall approach identified by task 3.3 within Brain-IoT
workpackage 3 - " IoT Framework for smart dynamic behaviour”.
This activity developed Brain-IoT’s generic (i.e. unrelated to specific functions or any particular use case)
runtime mechanisms needed to support the dynamic deployment and orchestration of BRAIN-IoT’s
Behaviours.
This is an essential characteristic of the Brain-IoT project and provides not only unique differentiator, but
significantly advances state of the art from a global IoT perspective. As such, this document discusses this in
detail.
It should be noted that this deliverable is solely concerned with the generic structures and does not detail the
specifics of Behaviours needed for particular Brain-IoT project Use Cases as specified in D2.4; nor how
Behaviours should be modeled; these concerns are addressed by the D3.1, D3.2 & D3.4 deliverables in WP3.
As specified in D2.7 - Final Architecture and Test Sites Specifications, the BRAIN-IoT functional architecture is
defined as represented in Figure 1. A red rectangle highlights the functional component which is subject of
the current document.

Figure 1 - BRAIN-IoT Functional Architecture

1.2

Related documents
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2

Complexity, Change & Diversity

Why doesn't software last for 100 years? The US Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is
looking at this in a program it calls BRASS, for Building Resource Adaptive Software Systems:
"Modern-day software systems, even those that presumably function correctly, have useful and
effective shelf life orders of magnitude less than other engineering artifacts.
While an application's lifetime typically cannot be predicted with any degree of accuracy, it is likely to
be strongly inversely correlated with the rate and magnitude of change of the ecosystem in which it
executes."
- DARPA BRASS initiative 2015
Ever since the very early days of computing, Software Systems with pre-determined functional behaviours
have been built assuming that the underlying production environment - at first a single mainframe - would
be fixed and would never change. (In fact IBM in particular used this greatly to their advantage to lock their
customers to a particular - system 360 - architecture, as their range of hardware always appeared the same
to the software). Changes to the production environment have traditionally been treated as `exceptions`. Of
course in these days of data centres with hundreds or even thousands of CPUs, changes happen the whole
time, often on an hourly or daily basis. Keeping inflexible software running in such an environment is one of
the major challenges facing operations staff today.
One may be surprised to learn that neither Virtual Machines nor Containers address this fundamental
problem. Both approaches attempt to mask the diversified and rapidly changing nature of the physical
infrastructure by masking this with a homogenous, unchanging representation which is typically locked to
the upstream developer’s environment: the philosophy being that if the code runs for the developer it will
run in Production. However, this Virtualisation/DevOps philosophy introduces tight coupling between the
Production and Development environments. As Production environments scale in size and diversity increases,
this tight coupling becomes increasingly problematic.
Attempts to shield fixed and non-changeable software components from the realities of the physical runtime
significantly increase operational complexity by adding these additional "masking" layers, each of which
require their own deployment and management.
Stresses build up between the changing physical runtime and the illusion of fixed infrastructure provided by
virtualisation & containers - these stresses - such as the management of tightly coupled dependencies which
are masked by virtualisation - serve to increase operational costs and also set the scene for catastrophic
failures. For instance, to take a simple example, such failure can happen when software running in a virtual
machine is moved automatically to a new underlying server which for physical network reasons no longer has
visibility of a particular repository.
The current "flavour of the month" `DevOps` business model attempts to manage increased operational
complexity while delivering business agility.
However, this also results in extremely tight coupling between the production environment and the source
development teams. (To take our previous repository example, it means that production and development
repositories must be identical, or that changes must be made to the development code when it is moved into
production). Neither option is good from a management point of view, as development resources are
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invariably also playpens with beta code and it is uneconomic to use expensive developers’ time to make
trivial changes between development and production versions. Skilled developers rarely have the necessary
attention to detail and patience that are the hallmarks of good operations staff, so resulting DevOps driven
"Agile" systems often degenerate into poorly documented layers of patches and quick fixes.
At a cost of retaining highly skilled developers - and paying them handsomely to do "boring" operations
tasks - this approach can be made to work for standalone enterprise systems, but such approaches are
unsustainable (both economically and from the numbers of skilled developers required) at the scales
expected for City and Industry 4.0.
Indeed, City and Industry 4.0 environments will be orders of magnitude larger and more sophisticated than
traditional Enterprise environments, or 1st generation `Cloud Hub & Spoke` IoT architectures. City and
Industry 4.0 environments will be massively distributed with diverse underlying physical resources. They will
consist of federated and co-evolving software eco-systems adapting and changing and scaling in response to
local requirements and environmental changes. For such software ecosystems to be sustainable operational
simplicity, maintainability and runtime adaption must be intrinsic to their architectures; hence addressing
these generic concerns are core BRAIN-IoT objectives.
2.1

BRAIN-IoT - a different philosophy

BRAIN-IoT attempts to deal with all categories of change:
1. Known Knowns - Both the runtime environment and the required functional aspects are known and
well-defined.
2. Known Unknowns - While the required functionality is known, there is a degree of diversity in the
target runtime Environments and/or predictable on-going change.
3. Unknown Unknowns - Neither the environment nor the required functionality are known. Both may
change in unforeseeable ways.
Concrete examples of types of environmental and functional change that BRAIN-IoT must accommodate
include:
1.
Environmentally triggered Adaptions - A new physical device/entity is encountered which
must be managed/interacted with.
2.
Self-repair / Re-optimisation - Unforeseen failures occur with the environment or new more
appropriate resources are made available.
3.
Adaption to Environment Shocks - Including simple scenarios such are scaling in response to
load, to more sophisticated behaviours where the environment rebuilds itself using different
component implementations in response to changing efficiency requirements or a Cyber
Attack.
BRAIN-IoT uses a unique approach to these problems, very different to the usual solutions in this area, which
add complexity to simply mask the low-level issues, rather than tackling the basic problems to reduce overall
complexity.
The major advance to current state of the art pioneered in the Brain-IoT environment is that runtime
behaviours (a behaviour can be anything from a simple response to an external input such as a relay closure,
right up to a major compute application with multiple sub-systems) are dynamically assembled as required
in response to the runtime and operational requirements.
By enabling hardware resource diversity together with software component (module) substitution and
runtime assembly a BRAIN-IoT environment is able to adapt and respond to environmental changes.
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The real innovation however is what happens when automated runtime adaption is not immediately possible
because the required behaviours do not exist in the runtime environment (the `unknown unknowns`
scenario). In such a scenario, the process of creating / finding such behaviours must be simple, rapid and
controlled.
Within Brain-IoT this all occurs as a matter of course - rather than as an exceptional event. By using modular
software components, using internationally recognised standards (OSGI), and where this isn't an option due
to the use of legacy code, OSGI encapsulation, BRAIN-IoT shields the operations team from runtime
complexity. Using OSGI based self-describing, self-assembling components, a BRAIN-IoT environment is able
to reconfigure itself in real time in response to local events, without requiring the intervention from
operations or developers that would be needed in a typical DevOps environment, using behaviours
automatically found in the Brain-IoT "marketplace" behaviour repository. Should a required functionality be
completely unavailable, the highly modular runtime enables any competent developer to rapidly create and
release a new component to provide the function without intimate knowledge of the runtime.
Brain-IoT has the ability to promote and utilise emergent behaviour, as extremely sophisticated runtime
behaviour can be achieved through the interaction of a number of simpler behaviours loosely `chained`
together. These characteristics are unique differentiators for BRAIN-IoT.
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3

Adaption & Change: The Environment provides the Context

This section considers the requirements facing core IoT infrastructure in the face of a changing IoT
environment.
When should require behaviours be pre-installed? When should behaviours be dynamically deployed? The
answer to these questions depends on the specifics of the runtime environment. Using the Brain-IoT use
cases as examples, we can examine how this works in practice, particularly with robots:
1.

2.

3.

4.

If the environment is a Robot, then the Robot well almost certainly have a predefined set of
sensors with which it interacts with its surroundings. A Robot is not going to independently
change the way it perceives its surroundings, for instance, it is not going to evolve the ability
to `see` in Infrared. Rather, if this capability is required, appropriate physical sensors must be
installed and so it would be logical to configure the software drivers for these sensors at the
same time. However, the way the Robot processes the captured infrared images may well be
context specific and require runtime adaption. Unless the robot is extremely expensive, it is
also likely that such an upgrade would not actually be performed, but a new model robot
would be installed in its place, again with all the necessary drivers being installed at the same
time.
If the environment is a Building with embedded sensors of various types these will then be
part and parcel of the building infrastructure and so known from the outset. It is unlikely
that these sensors will functionally change, or that new sensors be introduced in a random
fashion, although over the building life new sensors with enhanced / different functionality
may very well be installed as part of refurbishment projects. This is of importance, as the
building life will be many, many times that of the systems installed when the building is new.
Hence operationally simple software maintenance, updates and fixes to the runtime
environment (software infrastructure, application components, sensors and devices) are
critical to ensuring long term economic sustainability of the Building.
It is possible that a Robot interacting with a Building infrastructure would require dynamic
adaption. Whilst the Building behaviours and the Robot's sensor capabilities are known in
advance, a truly autonomous system would permit the Robot to be unaware of changes to say - the building's security system, until it encountered it. The ability to then dynamically
modify the robot's interaction with that security system would save a large amount of
operations time and effort.
This scenario arises all the time when a Robot is functioning within a volatile environment. In
advanced manufacturing scenarios, new equipment may be frequently introduced, or existing
equipment modified. Given that Business Agility / Manufacturing flexibility is paramount,
there may be little or no prior knowledge of the environmental reconfiguration and changes.
Rather, the Robot and all other impacted systems must not only attempt to discover the new
environment configuration but must also determine how to interact with this new
environment.

We can see that if all aspects of the target runtime environment are known in advance, then all the
appropriate behaviours may be installed in advance. This is the default position today, and it assumes a
static, never-changing world. Although this is the default position, it is also completely unrealistic in today's
world. IoT devices may have lifespans measured in 2 - 5 years at best, production machinery 10 - 20 years
and physical infrastructure 50 - 100 years or more. Over the lifespan of any infrastructure project, the IoT
element is going to be changed many times.
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The more volatile the runtime environment, the more dynamic and self-adapting the software runtime must
become in order to keep operational cost to a minimum.
3.1

Design Considerations - the User Organisation

It is generally recognised that an organisation’s attitude and management structures influence the degree to
which environments created or used within that organisation are permitted to be dynamic. This is sometimes
known as "Conway's Law" after an adage stated by programmer Melvin Conway in 1967:
"Any organisation that designs a system will produce a design whose structure is a copy of the organisation's
communication structure"
Considerations concerning the organisation include:
1.
The modularity of the organisation : how autonomous are the management units? Do they
have free choice of operational policies and management structures?
2.
Frequency of business change and reorganisation within the organisation.
3.
Scale and Diversity of operations.
BRAIN-IoT’s economic value increases in proportion to the scale, diversity, business change and
environmental volatility of the organisation.
3.2

Design Considerations – Operations

In order of increasing sophistication, the BRAIN-IoT environment as delivered accommodates the following
operational scenarios:
1.
Human-in-the-Loop: An Operator is responsible for the manual installation and update of
Behaviours (e.g. EMALCSA Use Case): see section 6.3. Responsibilities include:
• Selection of the required Behaviours from the Repository.
• Selection of physical deployment locations.
• Triggering the push-based Install or Update.
2.
Self-Configuring Edge Node: In this scenario, a BRAIN-IoT Edge Node (e.g., a Robot) installs
appropriate Behaviours based upon local configuration information (e.g., sensor types
installed in Robot).
3.
Adaption to Environment: In this adaptive scenario, an unknown environmental trigger
causes the installation of one or more Behaviour(s): see section 6.1.
The most appropriate approach will be dictated by the preferences of each user organisation and
environmental constraints, however the BRAIN-IoT approach is totally generic and supports all possible Use
Cases (see D2.4).
3.3

Design Considerations - Orchestration of Behaviours

Brain-IoT also takes into consideration how Behaviours need to interact with each other within the runtime.
1.
For self-contained behaviours running locally on a BRAIN-IoT host, no distributed
orchestration is required. AI or ML behaviours are typical of these: simply consuming a data
feed and issuing a response or triggering a physical action.
2.
When a group of behaviours are required to interact to collectively achieve a task, then the
following considerations are addressed:
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•

•

All the behaviours are able to functionally interact with each other to achieve the desired task.
This group functionality is the responsibility of the BRAIN-IoT modeling environment that creates
a group of inter-related Behaviours.
The group of Behaviours must be available in the runtime environment, and able to
communicate this each other in order to achieve the desired task.

The dynamic deployment of a set of inter-related Behaviours, in response to environmental triggers, was the
primary design objective of this part of the BRAIN-IoT project.
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4

The BRAIN-IoT Runtime

The overall BRAIN-IoT runtime is a multi-layer structure with the following layers:
1.
Physical Layer: This is fairly obviously the set of actual IoT resources within the physical
environment, for instance Linux servers, Robots, sensors and instelligent edge nodes. Physical
resources may be introduced into, or removed from, the environment at any point.
2.
Service Fabric Layer: This is the intelligent layer which autonomously builds and operates
the basic runtime upon which the required IoT services will run. Within the Brain-IoT project
this is known as the Serice Fabric layer, or more simply, just "Service Fabric" To create a
Service Fabric, a set of OSGi™ / Java agents are installed upon the physical layer. The
resultant Service Fabric (see D4.1) is common to all BRAIN-IoT environments and provides
consensus, discovery, system provisioning and communication services.
3.
Systems: A System is a distributed software entity composed of a set of inter-related
software components which actually does something, an application: see D4.1. One or more
Systems may be deployed to a Service Fabric. All BRAIN-IoT Systems include the following
mandatory infrastructure software components (see Figure 1 overleaf):
• A `Bundle Installer Service` (BIS) installed in each participating BRAIN-IoT node. This
component is responsible for deploying a specified behaviour to its local environment.
• A `Behaviour Management Service` (BMS). In response to an Operator Command or an
Environmental Trigger (see section 3.2), the BMS component is responsible for selecting
the most appropriate Behaviour from the Marketplace or behaviour repository and
choosing the most appropriate BRAIN-IoT node(s) to run it on (e.g., an AI or ML
behaviour may require significant compute resource, and hence a server with a highperformance CPU and maybe a GPU will be chosen, rather than - say - a Raspberry PI). It
will then instruct that node’s BIS to install or update the selected Behaviour, if an older
version is already loaded. The BMS and BIS services communicate via an asynchronous
events layer, known as the "Event Bus", which is unique to the Brain-IoT project.
These BRAIN-IoT infrastructure services are explained in further detail in the next section.
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Figure 2 - BRAIN-IoT runtimes - A: generic BRAIN-IoT components (BMS & BIS) used in all environments. - B:
Brain-IoT project specific components (BIS, BMS still required in each System but not shown).

In addition to these fundamental BRAIN-IoT infrastructure services, each installed System may include
additional "System Parts" (modules or code bundles) for functional components that are known in advance
to be needed in the target environment (i.e., catering for the "Known Knowns", again see Figure 1 above.
A specific example from the Brain-IoT project use cases would be that of a door controller in an automated
warehouse. Here the Door Controller is required to be deployed to a designated Edge Node, taking into
account the choice of gateway technology already installed on Robotic edge nodes: e.g., sensiNact, rosOSGi
or W3C/WoT. (See section 7 for further details).
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The associated gateway management services are deployed to BRAIN-IoT compute nodes. Note that if an
Edge Node meets the requirements of several different System Parts, then these System Parts may be colocated upon that Edge Node. Whether this is appropriate is dependent upon the specifics of each Use Case.
Behaviours: In response to environmental triggers (sensor inputs, AI / ML output decisions or human
operator intervention) each BRAIN-IoT System is capable of dynamically deploying sets of inter-related
Behaviours: figure 2 illustrates this concept. Note that the specifics are defined by each BRAIN-IoT Use Case
and would have been created by the BRAIN-IoT modelling/release processes as defined in D3.5 & D3.6.

Figure 3 - BRAIN-IoT runtime with dynamically deployed ` Behaviours`
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5

BRAIN-IoT Behaviour Infrastructure Services

This section covers the BRAIN-IoT mechanisms for managing Behaviours.
5.1

Overview

BRAIN-IoT behaviours communicate with each other via asynchronous events, using the BRAIN-IoT Event bus
communications layer. A behaviour issues an event which is routed to local or remote software endpoints
that have registered interest in events of that type: i.e., other behaviours. It must be stressed that this process
is entirely independent of the underlying hardware - it is purely communication between software entities. If
an event cannot be forwarded because there is no third party that has a registered interest, then the event is
taken up or "consumed" by the Behaviour Management Service (BMS). The BMS searches the nominated
BRAIN-IoT behaviour repository for an appropriate behaviour, and if a candidate is found the BMS instructs a
selected Bundle Installer Service (BIS) (which may be local to that node or remote) to install the selected
Behaviour. As explained in the previous section, BIS and BMS are mandatory components of a BRAIN-IoT
system and are deployed to BRAIN-IoT nodes as part of the overall System deployment.
The BMS and BIS themselves interact via asynchronous events using the event bus communications layer to
perform the following tasks:
• Installation or updating of a behaviour. The BMS will send either `Install` or `Update` events to the
selected BIS.
• Removing a behaviour. The BMS sends a “Remove” event to the selected BIS
• Resetting a BIS, the BMS sends a `Reset` event.
• Querying the BIS. The BMS may query the BIS for the set of currently installed Behaviours using a
“Status” event. This is useful for monitoring and producing a list of in-use behaviours.
Other than the requirement to communicate via asynchronous events via a simple API (see 6.4) behaviours
are completely de-coupled from the underlying Service Fabric runtime. As the `Packager` utility can be used
to package and release non-Java, non-OSGi software components as OSGi bundle / JAR artefacts (see D4.1)
this approach is generic, requiring only the use of OSGi bundle metadata. The following poge gives an
example of such metadata.
Provide-Capability: osgi.service;objectClass:List<String>="com.paremus.b
rain.iot.example.sensor.impl.RestComponentImpl",eu.brain.iot.behaviour;
consumed:List<String>="";author=Paremus;name="Example Smart Security Se
nsor";description="Implements a Smart Security Sensor and UI to display it."
The Provide Capability above shows that it provides an OSGi service, and also a BRAIN-IoT smart behaviour.
Require-Capability: osgi.service;filter:="(objectClass=eu.brain.iot.even
ting.api.EventBus)";effective:=active,osgi.extender;filter:="(&(osgi.ex
tender=osgi.component)(version>=1.4.0)(!(version>=2.0.0)))",osgi.implem
entation;filter:="(&(osgi.implementation=osgi.http)(version>=1.1.0)(!(v
ersion>=2.0.0)))",osgi.implementation;filter:="(&(osgi.implementation=o
sgi.jaxrs)(version>=1.0.0)(!(version>=2.0.0)))",osgi.contract;osgi.cont
ract=JavaJAXRS;filter:="(&(osgi.contract=JavaJAXRS)(version=2.1.0))",os
gi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.8))"
The Requirement shows that it needs the BRAIN-IoT Event Bus service, a web server, and support for REST
services.
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5.2

Prerequisites and Constraints

The BRAIN-IoT operational structure is based on the following prerequisites and constraints:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Behaviours communicate via asynchronous events. The BRAIN-IoT event message structure
(see 6.1), is defined by the OSGi DTO specification: see [2].
Behaviours should always retry with the same data if the desired response is not received
within a configurable timeframe. The exact number of retries and the retry interval is a
development parameter, based on the system being implemented: for example, if the system
is a robot with poor wifi connectivity in certain areas of a factory, then the retry interval
might be quite long, to allow for the robot moving around.
Importantly, to allow substitution so that a system can evolve, behaviours cannot reference
each other via specific names. Rather, they must always reference each other via the
capabilities they require - see [3]. This means that events issued by a `source` behaviour must
include sufficient information to identify the necessary capabilities that must be possessed by
a suitable `sink` behaviour.
Behaviours are released from the modelling environment into an OBR repository as OSGi
Bundles; each with appropriate Capabilities metadata i.e., Provide-Capability: eu.BRAINiot.behaviour;consumed:List<String>="DoorRequest"
The BRAIN-IoT modelling environment ensures consistency between the information in
events issued to and consumed by Behaviours together with the OSGi Bundle metadata
capabilities that describes those Behaviours.

It is the responsibility of the BRAIN-IoT Service Fabric to process events. Processing may mean:
•
•
•
•

Delivery of an event to a suitable Behaviour recipient already running in the environment.
Using the BMS & BIS to cause the deployment of a suitable recipient with the required Capabilities.
Using the BMS & BIS to deal with failure scenarios: see section 5.7.
Providing the Audit facilities required by D5.2

In addition to these constraints, for ease of implementation, it is recommended those Behaviours are
implemented as OSGi Declarative Services [4] though alternatives can be supported.
5.3

Event Data Transfer Object (DTO) and corresponding Bundle Capabilities

With respect to the Robot, and Door scenario presented in section 6, the following code describes the
corresponding BRAIN-IoT Behaviour event.
public abstract class BrainIoTEvent extends DTO {
/**
* The identifier of the node creating the event
*/
public String sourceNode;
/**
* The time at which this event was created
*/
public Instant timestamp;
/**
* The security token that can be used to authenticate/validate the event
*/
public byte[] securityToken;
}
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/**
* A request from a behaviour for a door to change state
*/
public class DoorRequest extends BrainIoTEvent {
/**
* The identifier of the door to change
*/
public String doorIdentifier;
/**
* A set of possible actions for the door
*/
public static enum DoorAction {
/**
* Request to Open the door
*/
OPEN,
/**
* Request to Close the door
*/
CLOSE,
/**
* Request the current state of the door
*/
QUERY;
}
public DoorAction requestAction;
/**
* A command from an orchestration behaviour for a door to change state
*/
public class DoorCommand extends DoorRequest {

}
The Behaviour securityToken is populated in the manner described in the BRAIN-IoT document `Final AAA
layer for IoT cross-platform models` [D5.6].
The Behaviour bundle Capability metadata required to correspond to the previous Event DTO is:
// Orchestration behaviourProvide-Capability: eu.BRAINiot.behaviour;consumed:List<String>="DoorRequest"
// Door edge node behaviourProvide-Capability: eu.BRAINiot.behaviour;consumed:List<String>="DoorCommand"
5.4

Asynchronous Eventing Substrate (EventBus)

A core part of the BRAIN-IoT runtime is the event delivery substrate (The EventBus, or Service Fabric
EventBus). This is responsible for delivering events between BRAIN-IoT Behaviours, but also between the BMS
& BIS infrastructure services. Event delivery is always asynchronous.
When a Behaviour is deployed, it registers its asynchronous EventBus interface (see below), with the local
OSGi framework’s service registry. The service properties associated with the registration (see [5]) include,
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along with the Behaviour’s capabilities, a marker ( e.g,. “eu.BRAIN-IoT.behaviour.consumed”), which is used to
indicate which event types the EventBus interface expects to handle. EventBus sources and sinks proceed to
interact in the manner described by the OSGi White Board `event handler` pattern; see [6].
The Brain-IoT Modeling and Development Tools ensure the correspondence between Behaviour bundle
capabilities metadata and the events issued by each Behaviour.
Behaviours which take too long to process events will be blacklisted, receiving no further events, and errors
reported. This is necessary to ensure that the overall throughput of the BRAIN-IoT system continues if one or
more Behaviours become blocked or deadlocked. Blacklisted Behaviours are considered a major error in the
system and will usually require development fixes to remedy the block. Simply restarting the Behaviour (for
example by using the update facility of the BIS) will remove it from the blacklist. However, unless actions are
taken to remedy the original problem the Behaviour will be blacklisted again when the problem reoccurs.
Events that are newly created (i.e., have no originator or token set) are automatically populated with the
relevant security information: see D5.1. Events that already have security information set will be validated
before being sent on. Externally generated events must also be validated before they are delivered to
Behaviours.
Finally, as required by D5.6, the EventBus is responsible for persisting all events of certain types and / or
event flows between specified Behaviours.
Example interfaces for the EventBus and Behaviour are shown:

public interface EventBus {
/**
* Asynchronously send an event
*/
public void deliver(BrainIoTEvent event);
}
public interface Behaviour {
/**
* Receive an Event from the BRAIN-IoT System
*/
public void notify(BrainIoTEvent event);
}
Note that the previous OSGi Alliance EventAdmin specification [7] had no mechanism to determine which, if
any, third parties are listening to any given event topic. As entities in a BRAIN-IoT environment need to know
if others are interested in certain event types, a more sophisticated approach was required, and was
developed for the Brain-IoT project as the BRAIN-IoT EventBus. This development was contributed to the
OSGI Alliance and forms the basis for the Typed Events part of the latest OSGi release 8 specification.
5.5

Bundle Installer Service (BIS)

The Bundle Installer Service is responsible for managing the local runtime life-cycle of Behaviours. Upon
receipt of:
1.
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2.

3.
4.

5.

An `Update` Event
• The BIS updates an existing Behaviour bundle.
• Update behaviour may be specified in the received event, or via configuration options
included in Bundle Update [8] or Bundle start/stop.
A `Remove` Event
• The BIS removes an existing Behaviour bundle.
A `Reset` Event
• Resets any information in the local Blacklist.
• Stops any running Behaviours
• Removes any locally cached Behaviour bundles.
A `Status` Event
• The BIS reports the list of existing installed Behaviour bundles.

Each BIS also periodically issues ‘keepalive notification` events to the BMS.
5.6

Behaviour Manager Service (BMS)

The BMS is the event "consumer" of last resort. By this, we mean that any Event published by a Behaviour for
which there are no "interested parties" (i.e., other behaviours already running on the fabric) is consumed by
the BMS.
Based on the Requirements specified in the consumed event, the BMS searches the OBR repository for the
most appropriate Behaviour with capabilities that correspond to the Requirements in the consumed event.
From the set of available hosts - as determined by OSGi Remote Service Discovery - the BMS selects the
most appropriate host for the required new Behaviour. It should be noted that the BRAIN-IoT node that was
the originator of the event may not be the most appropriate BRAIN-IoT node for hosting the new Behaviour.
For example:
A Robot Edge Node is not the best location for a Door Controller Behaviour. Since this is required by all
Robots a static computer host is preferable.
Similarly, due to CPU and memory constraints, it would be better to host an image processing/recognition
algorithm on a server class node with the individual Robots streaming images to this node, rather than
installing the image processing directly on the Robot that originally requested the algorithm.
Having selected the most appropriate Behaviour and host, the BMS instructs the BIS on the target host to
install the Behaviour, via an "install" event.
This can be completely automatic without any operator intervention, but if a degree of manual control is
required by the operational policies of the organisation concerned, then intervention may be required at any
or all of the following decision points:
• Selection of a specific Behaviour from a filtered set of candidate Behaviours.
• Confirmation of target deployment nodes.
• Initiation of the deployment.
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5.6.1

Update Behaviour

The BMS may also be configured to monitor the OBR repository for new versions of Behaviours that have
already been installed. These updates may be applied automatically or require operator confirmation before
they are initiated.
5.7.

Failure and Recovery behaviours

As developed the BIS and BMS implementations allow for the following failure scenarios:
1) In response to an ‘Install` event, the BIS on the target BRAIN-IoT node may return an ‘Install Failure`
event.
a. This may be because the node is Blacklisted for all Behaviours, otherwise the BMS blacklists the
node for that specific Behaviour.
b. The BMS then selects another target host (if at all possible) - and re-attempts the install. If the
new target site fails, the Behaviour the BMS is trying to install is blacklisted and any existing
nodes blacklisted for that particular behaviour are removed from the blacklist: this prevents a
node from being unfairly tagged for trying to install a broken behaviour.
c. The Operator is informed.
2) No BIS ‘Install Failure` is received, but the deployed Behaviour appears inactive: i.e., it is not
registering interest in the event types it should be consuming. This is indicative that the Behaviour
has some form of deadlock and has probably been `Blacklisted` by its host BRAIN-IoT node. In
response:
a. BMS issues a ‘Remove` event to the target BIS - this causing the BIS to eject the Behaviour.
b. BMS selects an alternate site and issues an ‘Install` event.
c. If the second attempt fails (configurable), the process is repeated, and Behaviour is Blacklisted.
d. The Operator is informed.
3) In response to an ‘Upgrade` event, the BIS on the target BRAIN-IoT node returns an ‘Upgrade Failure`
event.
a. If the previous Behaviour is still functional / functioning - then the latest upgrade version of the
Behaviour is blacklisted.
b. if the Behaviour is no-longer functioning, the BMS issues a ‘reset` event to the damaged node.
c. The BMS selects an alternate node which is possible to re-deploy the previously functioning
version of the Behaviour.
Finally, and core to the whole decentralised philosophy underpinning the BRAIN-IoT Fabric is that the
environment itself is able to deal with failure and recovery of the Behaviour Management Service. (or any
other internal service for that matter). The BMS updates relevant state and configurations to the underlying
Fabric consensus service. Upon crash/restart or shutdown/restart - management by underlying Fabric
services - the BMS can recover all previous states.
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6

Adaptive Behaviour - Examples

Central to the overall BRAIN-IoT concept is flexibility. Without flexibility, the runtime becomes rigid and
brittle, and can easily break when changes happen - as they inevitably will.
We can see this flexibility in action in the Robot - warehouse door interaction scenario.
Firstly, there is full flexibility in terms of which components are installed where, and how they are installed
(Manually in advance or automatically, driven by events)
How they are installed means the choice of which software components are pre-installed via Systems
(Known Knowns), rather than dynamically installed in response to Environmental triggers (Known Unknowns).
This will be governed by the operation procedures of the specific organisation and the overall system design.
Where they are installed (i.e., The runtime topology) means, which Behaviours are run where. Looking at the
Robot - warehouse door Use Case, the Door Controller and Orchestration Behaviours are installed to
separate dedicated BRAIN-IoT Linux nodes. However, it would have been completely valid to have co-located
the Door Controller and Orchestration behaviours on the same physical BRAIN-IoT node, and technically
possible to install them on a Robot (although that does not make system architectural sense)
Hence, the following examples are for illustration only. The choices concerning pre-installed components
versus dynamically installed components and the related deployment topologies will be determined by each
Use Case and the overall system design.
6.1

Robot / Door Orchestration

Scenario: Robot is directed to move from one point in a Factory to another point - and to achieve this needs to
pass through an IoT enabled Fire Door.
This scenario assumes that:
• The Robot is preconfigured with the Discovery behaviours for Bluetooth Beacons.
• The Fire Door is identified by the Bluetooth Beacon.
• The Door is controlled via its own dedicated Edge Node with pre-installed ‘drivers`.
• Robot Edge Node functionality is pre-installed as a System Part: see section 7.
•
The following sequence of diagrams concerns the dynamic deployment of Behaviours (`Door User`, a `Door
Controller`, and an `Orchestrator`) triggered by an environmental event.
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BRAIN-IoT Repository

Figure 4 - Environment event-driven Behaviour deployment

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

A Bluetooth beacon advertises the existence of the Door it represents. This triggers a
Discovery Event in the Robot that requires a ‘Door User’ capability.
As there is no Capability within the environment to process the event - the Door User
Behaviour "2" - the Event is forwarded to the BMS.
The BMS searches the BRAIN-IoT repository for an appropriate Behaviour with the required
Capability (The Door User Behaviour) "3"
Finding an appropriate Behaviour, the BMS selects the appropriate BRAIN-IoT node and
instructs its local BI) to install the Behaviour "4". In this case, the selected node is the Robot
(the source of the event).
The Robot’s BIS then installs the behaviour "5". The Robot is now 'Door' aware.

One of the powerful aspects of the BRAIN-IoT fabric is the ability to nest behaviours, so a newly installed
behaviour can in turn initiate installation of further behaviours which in turn they can install further
behaviours - and so on ad infinitem - if they are required. This is explained in the following pages.
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Figure 5 - Environment event driven Behaviour deployment

The Door User behaviour generates an Event via the event bus that requires a new Orchestration Capability.
As the Door and Robot are well known pre-existing `Things`, then it is likely that the required Behaviour is
already preloaded. However - if not - the deployment behaviour is as before, "6" with the BMS consuming
the Orchestration event.
This time the BMS finds and installs via the local BIS the required Orchestration Behaviour "7".
The BRAIN-IoT node hosting the BMS is now also the node hosting the Orchestration for Robot - Door
interactions.

Figure 6 - Environment event driven Behaviour deployment
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The Door Orchestration Behaviour now issues an Event to a Door Controller Behaviour "8". As this Capability
does not exist, the Event is consumed by the BMS (locally). which searches the Repository for a Bundle with
the required Capability "8,9".
This time the BMS instructs a remote Linux Node’s BIS to load the required Door Controller Behaviour "10".
The Behaviours may now interact with each other as intended to allow the Robot to pass through the Door.
The Controller subsequently receiving an event indicates that the Robot has successfully passed through the
door and responds appropriately.

Figure 7 - Environment event driven Behaviour deployment

6.2

W3C web of Things Orchestration

Scenario: Robot discovers a new W3C/WoT physical `Thing`
Two W3C/WoT (Web of Things) [9] scenarios may be envisioned.
Either:
1.

2.

The environment is already known to have W3C/WoT enabled devices and so WoT Servients
are pre-installed as System Parts onto each Robot participating in the environment: see
section 6.2.1.
The local environment is initially unaware of W3C/WoT devices. Hence, when non-WoT
capable Robots encounter W3C/WoT enabled devices, the appropriate W3C/WoT
Behaviours need to be dynamically installed: see section 6.2.2.

In both scenarios, the actors have access to W3C/WoT Thing Directories containing appropriate Thing
Descriptions [10].
Note that the following scenarios can be combined with the previous scenarios in 6.1: i.e. the Door Controller
in 6.1 may have been a WoT enabled device.
Looking at each scenario in turn.
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6.2.1

WoT Enabled Environment and Edge Node (Known Knowns)

A W3C/WoT enabled Robot (BRAIN-IoT Edge Node) encounters a new W3C/WoT device (1): Figure 7a. In
response to this discovery, the Robot searches the Thing Directory (2) and installs the relevant Thing
Description (TD)(3). The Robot can now interact with the new device if both the robot and the W3C WoT
device support the same communication protocol.

Figure 8 - Environment event driven Behaviour deployment #1

6.2.2

Unknown Environment and generic Edge Node (Unknown Knowns)

The expected sequence of interactions required for a non W3C/WoT enabled Robot to interact with a newly
discovered W3C/WoT physical device is shown in Figure 7b.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Robot Edge Node with an installed WoT runtime is pre-configured to respond to
discovery Bluetooth advertisements. Via this mechanism, a Discovery event occurs on the
Edge Node for a previously unknown physical `Thing`.
As no appropriate event consumer exists (see section 5), the event is forwarded to the BMS.
The BMS queries BRAIN-IoT behaviour repository for a Behaviour with the Required
Capabilities.
An appropriate API describing Behaviour is found.
The BMS instructs Edge Node BIS to load this behaviour from the BRAIN-IoT behaviour
repository.
As instructed, the Edge Node loads the Behaviour, which is a software bundle containing the
WoT protocol binding and possibly some application logic.
As with the previous scenario (6.2.1), the new behaviour equips the Edge Node to interact
with the W3C/WoT device by loading protocol binding for the relevant WoT Thing
Description from the Thing Directory.

The Edge can now interact with the physical `Thing`.
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Figure 9 - Environment event driven Behaviour deployment #2

6.3

ML based Monitoring / Actuation

Scenario: AI-based Infrastructure Monitoring/Anomaly Detection/Agents
This scenario is another example of `Known, Knowns`.
It is `Known` a-priori that a fixed number of data feeds exist. It is also `Known` that the data streams from
these feeds need to be processed by a predefined set of pre-trained Behaviours (a generic ML algorithm or
an ANN): see [D3.2]. It is also Known that these pre-trained Behaviours will trigger well-defined actions or
alerts.
The complication is that the behaviours need to be trained. Hence, in addition to the Production
environment, a Training environment is required.
New Behaviours are trained in a Training environment using the Production data feeds. The response of
these new "candidate" Behaviours is compared to the baseline provided by the current Production Behaviour.
If a new Behaviour is deemed more fit than the present Production Behaviour, it may be selected and
released as an OSGi bundle artifact to the BRAIN-IoT repository; potentially along with an updated System
description: see section 6.3.1. Note that the exact details of the trained ML artifact (as defined in D3.2) are of
no concern to the generic mechanism presented here. From a BRAIN-IoT Fabric perspective, all potential
options discussed in D3.2 are supportable.
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Figure 10 - ML / ANN Training & Production Environments

6.3.1

Deploying to the Fabric

Two options exist for deploying newly trained Behaviours.
1.

2.

The simplest update mechanism and that chosen at the current time is for the Operator to Import
and Start a new System. Existing Service Fabric mechanisms will automatically update the existing
System Parts in the Product environment so installing the newly trained behaviours.
It is entirely possible for the BMS to monitoring the BRAIN-IoT repository for specific behaviours to
automatically instruct BRAIN-IoT nodes to update should a new behaviour become available.
Operator confirmation or acknowledgement may still be required or desirable.
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7

Supporting Edge Node Diversity

BRAIN-IoT supports the flexible integration options of Edge Nodes with the underlying hardware platform.
Considering the Robotic Use Case several integration options have been discussed including:

Figure 11 - Diverse Edge Nodes

A runtime environment will - to avoid unnecessary complexity - usually standardise on one of these edge
integrations layers (sensiNact - Water Management rosOSGi - Robots or W3C/WoT). However different
environments may choose to use different integration layers, and an environment may be easily changed in
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response to changing Operational or Business circumstances. As discussed in section 4, these integration
components are deployed as System Parts and are defined within the site-specific System(s) (see Figure 1).
Hence, whereas BRAIN-IoT Behaviours interact with each other via a common eventing infrastructure, they
must interact locally with the site-specific edge integration layer.
These Behaviour artifacts are created by the same BRAIN-IoT modeling environment and released to and
share the same repository but differentiated at runtime by their Capabilities.
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8

Dynamic / Adaptive Discovery Support

8.1

W3C web of Things Orchestration

the appropriate System. However, enhanced discovery data processing may be either pre-installed or
dynamically installed in response to a basic discovery event and so may be considered to be a Behaviour.
Upon a discovery event all behaviours that match the discovered Thing are sequentially fired - the sequence
determined by the Service Ranking Order: see [11].
8.2

Basic Discovery Use Case

The Basic Discovery use case consists of
• A LAN advertisement
• The `advertisement` describing the `Thing` in-terms of OSGi Capabilities
• The creation of the Discovery DTO
• A simple response behaviour based on the existence of the discovery of the DTO
Edge Nodes require a number of different strategies for the discovery of different types of physical `Things`
within the diverse environment(s) within which they operate. Based on the `Capabilities` of each Edge Node
appropriate Discovery behaviours are automatically loaded upon BRAIN-IoT Edge Nodes at startup.
8.3

Diversity

BRAIN-IoT’s approach to `Thing` discovery is sufficiently flexible to cope with all of the following:
1. A Heterogeneous environment of physical `Things`.
2. Diversity in how these ‘Things’ advertise themselves.
3. Diversity in how `Things` describe themselves in those advertisements.
4. Respond to - and interact with - a discovered `Thing`.
8.3.1

Discovery Scenarios

BRAIN-IoT is able to address the following generic `Discovery` scenarios.
1. A known `Thing` which is detected at an expected location.
2. An unknown `Thing` which is detected at an expected location.
3. A known `Thing` which is detected at an unexpected location.
4. An unknown `Thing` which is detected at an unexpected location.
A `Static` environment (1) is mostly unchanging - `Things` in the static environment are immutable with
respect to their functionality and locations. All information concerning participating `Things` is known up
front, including:
• Each Thing’s Location.
• How they advertise their existence.
• How to interact with them.
The vast majority of IT and IoT systems today are designed assuming this type of environment.
However, in the real world changes do occur, especially in the IoT environment, so scenario 2 (An unknown
`Thing` which is detected at expected location) is often encountered. A software update to `Things` in the
environment may change the structure of the advertisement or the required interaction protocol. The larger
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the environment, the more frequent the changes, and the more difficult and costly it becomes to perform
such upgrades in one hit - and coordinated upgrades through the chain of software components. BRAIN-IoT
is able to deal with such incremental/rolling upgrades.
A further scenario relates to the Discovery of known `Things` but at unexpected locations (scenario 3). Here,
an example may be, a QR code for a door is `accidentally` attached to the Coffee Machine located several
feet away. The Discovery process needs to validate that the `Thing` discovered is not as expected and
therefore could be an anomaly.
Finally, in some environments, both the `Things` and their locations may be initially unknown (scenario 4).
This is the most unlikely scenario - as some process was involved in installing static `Things` within the
environment in the first place. However autonomous mobile agents, or staff, may well fall into this category.
8.3.2

Advertisement / Discovery Mechanisms used

For Discovery to take place, a BRAIN-IoT Edge Node must be able to discover the relevant set of `Things` via
an agreed mechanism which is available to both the `Physical Things` and the `BRAIN-IoT Edge Nodes`. This
is not specifically a part of the fabric, as the actual physical mechanisms may be almost anything.
For example:
• If the `Thing` advertises via a Bluetooth Beacon - the Edge Node must be Bluetooth enabled.
• If the `Thing` advertises via a visible QR code - the Edge Node must have an image capture capability
and then the ability to detect the existence of the QR code and the ability to read it.
So dependent upon the Use Cases and the host `environment` the discovery process may be anything from:
• A simple `passive` discovery process - where the `Thing` name/description is simply recovered from
the Advertisement.
• Or maybe an ‘active` discovery process comprised of a complex pipeline of processing before the
`Things` description can be determined.
Finally, the description of the `Thing` may be in one of several forms. Some devices may use a W3C/WoT
(Web of Things) Thing Description, alternatively, an OSGi Device may describe itself via a strongly typed
Capability. And then, another approach may need to be supported by some currently unknown standard. In
most cases it is expected that the appropriate low-level discovery mechanism and processing will be
provided by the native host environment; for example, a Robot having the native capability to recognise a QR
code and then extract information from its video/image capture subsystem. However when this is not
possible the required discovery processing pipeline will need to be installed and run on the BRAIN-IoT Edge
Node.
Of importance here is that the Brain-IoT fabric permits all and any of these mechanisms to be used and
integrated.
As BRAIN-IoT environments are invariably heterogeneous, the configuration of discovery behaviours will be
site-specific and achieved either by:
• Specifying the components in site-specific Systems.
• Or dynamic installation of required behaviours at startup - the relevant Discovery behaviours
installed from the BRAIN-IoT marketplace.
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8.4

Discovery Data Transfer Object (DTO)

To meet BRAIN-IoT objectives the environmental discovery process needs to be highly flexible and
customisable. To achieve this, the generic approach is followed.
The physical detector (e.g., LAN interface, Camera, Wi-Fi adapter) detects an advertisement/discovery event.
This is process by a custom pre-installed pipeline specific for the detector. In all cases, the end result is the
creation of a normalised BRAIN-IoT discovery event of the following form.
As shown in Figure 10 a discovery event is consumed by a custom discovery pipeline which creates a
normalised discovery event.

Figure 12 - BRAIN-IoT Discovery Pipeline and Behaviour Chaining

The DiscoveryDTO event extends the generic BrainIoTEvent, which includes the source, timestamp and
securityToken information common to all events; the securityToken is generated in the manner described in
BRAIN-IoT document `Initial AAA layer for IoT cross-platform models` [D5.6].
public abstract class BrainIoTEvent extends DTO {
/**
* The identifier of the node creating the event
*/
public String sourceNode;
/**
* The time at which this event was created
*/
public Instant timestamp;
/**
* The security token that can be used to authenticate/validate the event
*/
public byte[] securityToken;
}
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The DiscoveryDTO includes a `CapabilityDTO` list which includes all information provided by the physical
`Thing`. This information may include native attributes and/or/references to a W3C/WoT TD. The
`CapabilitiesDTO` description always contains an “osgi.identity” which provides a unique `Thing` identifier
adhering to the OSGi Identify namespace; see [12]. A “type” attribute is used to indicate the general type of
the discovered device, while the device’s unique identifier will be used to identify the specific device instance.
public class DiscoveryDTO extends BrainIoTEvent {
/**
* The OSGi capabilities of this device
*/
public List<CapabilityDTO> capabilities;
/**
* The OSGi requirements of this device. This assumes
* that it makes sense for a device to have requirements
*/
public List<RequirementDTO> requirements;
}

Discovery events are consumed by local behaviours: e.g. behaviours p1, p2, p3, p4 running in the Edge Node,
the order of processing determined by the relative priority of each behaviour. If the Discovery Event cannot
be processed locally then it is forwarded to the `Behaviour Management Service`; see section 5.6.
The approach is extremely flexible enabling both OSGi native and W3C/WoT approaches to be supported. In
the latter, based on information in `List<CapabilityDTO>, the Behaviour fetches the appropriate WoT Thing
Description from the nominated Thing Directory enabling the Edge Node to converse with the ‘Physical
Thing’: e.g. scenario in section 6.2.2.
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9

Conclusions

The approach developed in the BRAIN-IoT project and presented here enables runtime adaption and
evolution of the runtime environment while minimizing operation complexity.
The mechanisms enabling this are:
1. Self-Describing artifacts that in addition to the artifact name specify what they provide (Capabilities)
and what they have a dependency upon (Requirements).
2. Asynchronous events that reference the Capabilities required by a potential Consumer.
This approach is novel and unique to BRAIN-IoT.
The OSGi Alliance provide open specifications that provide the necessary open standards-based foundations
upon which these concepts have been developed. However, the modularity and loose-coupling principles are
simple and not necessarily tied to either OSGi or Java.
The Asynchronous Eventing Substrate (EventBus) developed in the Brain-IoT project is a novel and extremely
powerful service that has been accepted and now forms part of the latest version of the OSGi Alliance
standards.
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Acronyms
Acronym

Explanation

ACE

Authentication and Authorization for Constrained Environments

CAS

Complex Adaptive System

DNS

Dynamic Name Service

DTO

Data Transfer Object

FPGA

Field Programmable Gate Array

GPU

Graphics Processor Unit

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

OBR

OSGi Bundle Repository

OSGi

Software modularity standards produced by OSGi Alliance Standards
Organisation.

REST

Representational State Transfer

RSA

OSGi Alliance Remote Service Administration

TD

W3C WoT Thing Description

WoT

W3C Web of Things
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